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I. Introduction

This reference guide identifies areas of dispute that will likely arise when economic losses are at issue. Although this material differs from other topics presented in this manual, it is included because expert testimony is commonly offered on these matters. This reference guide discusses the application of economic analysis within the established legal framework for damages. It is not a commentary on the legal framework. It does not lay out a comprehensive theory of damages measurement, nor does it describe the applicable law. We provide citations to cases to illustrate the principles and techniques discussed in the text.

This reference guide has three major sections. Section II discusses the qualifications required of experts who quantify damages. Section III considers issues common to most studies of economic damages (the harmful event, pretrial earnings and mitigation, prejudgment interest, future earnings and losses, subsequent events, consideration of taxes, and apportionment). Section IV considers the major subject areas of economic loss measurement (personal lost earnings, intellectual property losses, antitrust losses, securities losses, and liquidated damages).

Our discussion follows the structure of the standard damages study, as shown in Figure 1. We assume that the defendant has been found liable for damages for a harmful event committed sometime in the past. The plaintiff is entitled to recover monetary damages for losses occurring before and possibly after the time of the trial. The top line of Figure 1 measures the losses before trial; the bottom line measures the losses after trial.\(^1\)

The defendant’s harmful act has reduced the plaintiff’s earnings, or stream of economic value. The stream of economic value may take the form of compensation received by a worker, the profit earned by a business, or one-time receipts, such as the proceeds from the sale of property. They are measured net of any associated costs.

The essential features of a study of losses are the quantification of the reduction in earnings, the calculation of interest on past losses, and the application of financial discounting to future losses. The losses are measured as the difference between the earnings the plaintiff would have received if the harmful event had not occurred and the earnings the plaintiff has or will receive, given the harmful event. The plaintiff may be entitled to interest for losses occurring before the trial. Losses occurring after trial will normally be discounted. The majority of damages studies fit this format, so we have used such a format as the basic model for this reference guide.\(^2\)

---

1. Our scope here is limited to losses of actual dollar income. However, economists sometimes have a role in the measurement of nondollar damages, including pain and suffering and the hedonic value of life. See generally W. Kip Viscusi, Reforming Products Liability (1991).

2. In the Appendix, we give an example of a complete damages study in the spreadsheet format.
We use numerous brief examples to explain the disputes that can arise. These examples are not full case descriptions; they are deliberately stylized. They attempt to capture the types of disagreements about damages that arise in practical experience, though they are purely hypothetical. In many examples, the dispute involves factual as well as legal issues. We do not try to resolve the disputes in these examples. We hope that the examples will help clarify the legal and factual disputes that need to be resolved before or at trial.

Each area of potential dispute is introduced with a question. It is our hope that the majority of disputes over economic damages can be identified by asking each of these questions to the parties. Of course, some questions, especially in section IV, are only relevant in their specific subject areas. Most of the questions in section III, however, should help sort out areas of contention that may well arise in any dispute involving economic losses.

Figure 1. Standard Format for a Damages Study

often presented by damages experts. Readers who prefer learning from an example may want to read the Appendix before the body of this reference guide.
II. Experts’ Qualifications

Experts who quantify damages come from a variety of backgrounds. Whatever his or her background, however, a damages expert should be trained and experienced in quantitative analysis. For economists, the standard qualification is the Ph.D. Damages experts with business or accounting backgrounds often have MBA degrees or CPA credentials, or both. The specific areas of specialization needed by the expert are dictated by the method used and the substance of the damages claim. In some cases, participation in original research and the authorship of professional publications may add to the qualifications of an expert. The relevant research and publications are less likely to be in damages measurement per se than in topics and methods encountered in damages analysis. For example, a damages expert may need to restate prices and quantities in a market with more sellers than are actually present. Direct participation in research on the relation between market structure and performance would be helpful for an expert undertaking that task.

Statistical regression analysis is sometimes used to make inferences in damages studies. Specific training is required to apply regression analysis. As another example, damages studies may involve statistical surveys of customers. In this case, the damages expert should be trained in survey methods or should work in collaboration with a qualified survey statistician. Because damages estimation often makes use of accounting records, most damages experts need to be able to interpret materials prepared by professional accountants. Some damages issues may require assistance from a professional accountant.

Experts benefit from professional training and experience in areas relevant to the substance of the damages claim. For example, in the case of lost earnings, an expert will benefit from training in labor economics; in intellectual property and antitrust, a background in industrial organization will be helpful; and in securities damages, a background in finance will assist the expert.

It is not uncommon for an analysis by even the most qualified expert to face a challenge under the criteria associated with the Daubert case. These criteria are intended to prevent testimony based on untested and unreliable theories. On the one hand, it would appear that an economist serving as a damages expert is unlikely to succumb to a Daubert challenge because most damages analyses oper-
ate in the familiar territory of restating economic flows using a combination of professional judgment and standard tools. The parts of economics that might be accused of verging on junk science are rarely used in damages work. But the circumstances of each damages analysis are unique, and a party may raise a Daubert challenge based on the proposition that the tools have never before been applied to these circumstances. Even if a Daubert challenge fails, it is an effective way for the opposing party to probe the damages analysis prior to trial. Using a Daubert challenge to try to disable a damages analysis is relatively new, and it remains to be seen if it is a successful way to disqualify an expert.

III. Issues Common to Most Damages Studies

Throughout our discussion, we assume that the plaintiff is entitled to compensation for losses sustained from a harmful act of the defendant. The harmful act may be an act whose occurrence itself is wrongful, as in a tort, or it may be a failure to fulfill a promise, as in a breach of contract. In the first instance, damages have traditionally been calculated under the principle that compensation should place the plaintiff in a position economically equivalent to the plaintiff’s position absent the harmful event. In applications of this principle, either restitution damages or reliance damages are calculated. These two terms are essentially synonyms with respect to their economic content. The term restitution is used when the harmful act is an injury or theft and the defendant is unjustly enriched at the expense of the plaintiff, and reliance is used when the harmful act is fraud and the intent of damages is to place the plaintiff in as good a position as if no promises had been made. In the second instance, breach of contract, damages are generally calculated under the expectation principle, where the compensation is intended to replace what the plaintiff would have received if the promise or bargain had been fulfilled. These types of damages are called expectation damages.

In this section, we review the elements of the standard loss measurement in the format of Figure 1. For each element, there are several areas of potential dispute. The sequence of questions posed in section III should identify most if not all of the areas of disagreement between the damages analyses of opposing parties.
A. Characterization of the Harmful Event

1. How was the plaintiff harmed and what legal principles govern compensation for the harm?

The first step in a damages study is the translation of the legal theory of the harmful event into an analysis of the economic impact of that event. In most cases, the analysis considers the difference between the plaintiff’s economic position if the harmful event had not occurred and the plaintiff’s actual economic position. The damages study restates the plaintiff’s position “but for” the harmful event; this part is often called the but-for analysis. Damages are the difference between the but-for value and the actual value.

In cases where damages are calculated under the restitution–reliance principle, the but-for analysis posits that the harmful event did not occur. In many cases—such as injuries resulting from accidents—the but-for analysis presumes no contact at all between the parties. Damages are the difference between the value the plaintiff would have received had there been no contact with the defendant and the value actually received.

Expectation damages generally arise from the breach of a contract. The harmful event is the defendant’s failure to perform. Damages are the difference between the value the plaintiff would have received had the defendant performed its obligations and the value the plaintiff actually obtained. However, when one party has only partly performed under the contract, then damages may be calculated under the reliance-restitution principle.

Example: Agent contracts with Owner for Agent to sell Owner’s farm. The asking price is $1,000,000 and the agreed fee is 6%. Agent incurs costs of $1,000 in listing the property. A potential buyer offers the asking price, but Owner withdraws the listing. Plaintiff calculates damages as $60,000, the agreed fee for selling the property. The defendant calculates damages as $1,000, the amount that Agent spent to advertise the property.

6. See, e.g., May v. Secretary of Health & Human Servs., No. 91-1057V, 1997 WL 402412, at *2 (Fed. Cl. June 27, 1997) (holding correct analysis for plaintiff’s personal injury claim is the but-for test where the appropriate question is but for the injury, would the expenditure have been made); Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co., Inc., 56 F.3d 1538 (Fed. Cir.) (holding that under patent statute but-for analysis is not the sole test for damages since judicial relief cannot redress all conceivable harm that can be traced to the but-for cause; thus, the but-for analysis may be coupled with the question of whether the alleged injury may be compensated), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 867 (1995).

7. See John R. Trentacosta, Damages in Breach of Contract Cases, 76 Mich. B.J. 1068, 1068 (1997) (describing expectation damages as damages that place the injured party in the same position as if the breaching party completely performed the contract); Bausch & Lomb, Inc. v. Bresler, 977 F.2d 720, 728–29 (2d Cir. 1992) (defining expectation damages as damages that put the injured party in the same economic position the party would have enjoyed if the contract had been performed).
Comment: Under the expectation remedy, Agent is entitled to $60,000, the fee for selling the property. However, the Agent has only partly performed under the contract, thus it may be appropriate to limit damages to $1,000. Some states limit recovery in this situation by law to the $1,000, the reliance measure of damages, unless the property is actually sold.

When the harmful event is misrepresentation by the defendant, resulting in an economically detrimental relationship between the defendant and the plaintiff, the but-for analysis may consider the value the plaintiff would have received in the absence of that relationship. In this case, the but-for analysis for fraud will adopt the premise that the plaintiff would have entered into a valuable relationship with an entity other than the defendant. For example, if the defendant’s misrepresentations have caused the plaintiff to purchase property unsuited to the plaintiff’s planned use, the but-for analysis might consider the value that the plaintiff would have received by purchasing a suitable property from another seller.

Even though cases of intentional misrepresentation or fraud are torts, courts today more commonly award expectation damages. In cases where the court interprets the fraudulent statement as an actual warranty, then the appropriate remedy is expectation damages. Courts, though, have awarded expectation damages even when the fraudulent statement is not interpreted as an actual warranty. Some of these cases may be situations where a contract exists but is legally unenforceable for technical reasons. Nonetheless, in the majority of jurisdictions, courts award expectation damages for fraud, but there appears to be no consistent explanation as to why some courts award expectation damages and others, reliance damages.8

Plaintiffs cannot normally seek punitive damages under an expectation remedy for breach, but may seek them under a reliance-restitution theory.

In other situations, the plaintiff may have a choice of remedies under different legal theories. For example, fraud, where there is a contract, may be considered under tort law for deceit or under contract law for breach in determining compensatory damages.

Example: Buyer purchases a condominium from Owner for $90,000. However, the condominium is known by the Owner to be worth only $80,000 at the time of sale because of defects. Buyer chooses to compute damages under the expectation measure of damages as $10,000 and to retain the condominium. Owner computes dam-

ages under the reliance measure as $90,000 together with the return of the condominium, which is now worth $120,000.

Comment: Defendant’s application of the reliance remedy is incomplete. Absent the fraud, Buyer would have purchased another condominium and enjoyed the general appreciation in the market. Thus, correctly applied, the two measures may be similar.

The characterization of the harmful event begins with a clear statement of what it entailed. It must also include:

• a statement about the economic situation absent the wrongdoing;
• a characterization of the causal link between the wrongdoing and the harm the plaintiff suffered; and
• a description of the defendant’s proper behavior.

In addition, the characterization will resolve such questions as whether to measure damages before or after taxes and the appropriate measure of costs. Many conflicts between the damages experts for the plaintiff and the defendant arise from different characterizations of the harmful event and its effects.

A comparison of the parties’ statements about the harmful event and what would have happened in its absence will likely reveal differences in legal theories that can result in large differences in damages claims.

Example: Client is the victim of unsuitable investment advice by Broker (all of Client’s investments made by Broker are the result of Broker’s negligence). Client’s damages study measures the sum of the losses of the investments made by Broker, including only the investments that incurred losses. Broker’s damages study measures the net loss by including an offset for those investments that achieved gains.

Comment: Client is considering the harmful event to be the recommendation of investments that resulted in losses, whereas Broker is considering the harmful event to be the entire body of investment advice. Under Client’s theory, Client would not have made the unsuccessful investments but would have made the successful ones, absent the unsuitable advice. Under Broker’s theory, Client would not have made any investments based on Broker’s advice.

A clear statement about the plaintiff’s situation but for the harmful event is also helpful in avoiding double counting that can arise if a damages study confuses or combines reliance and expectation damages.

Comment: Client is considering the harmful event to be the recommendation of investments that resulted in losses, whereas Broker is considering the harmful event to be the entire body of investment advice. Under Client’s theory, Client would not have made the unsuccessful investments but would have made the successful ones, absent the unsuitable advice. Under Broker’s theory, Client would not have made any investments based on Broker’s advice.

A clear statement about the plaintiff’s situation but for the harmful event is also helpful in avoiding double counting that can arise if a damages study confuses or combines reliance and expectation damages.

9. See Trentacosta, supra note 7, at 1068. Reliance damages are distinguished from expectation damages. Reliance damages are defined as damages that do not place the injured party in as good a position as if the contract had been fully performed (expectation damages) but in the same position as if
Example: Marketer is the victim of defective products made by Manufacturer; Marketer’s business fails as a result. Marketer’s damages study adds together the out-of-pocket costs of creating the business in the first place and the projected profits of the business had there been no defects. Manufacturer’s damages study measures the difference between the profit margin Marketer would have made absent the defects and the profit margin he actually made.

Comment: Marketer has mistakenly added together damages from the reliance principle and the expectation principle. Under the reliance principle, Marketer is entitled to be put back to where he would have been had he not started the business in the first place. Damages are his total outlays less the revenue he actually received. Under the expectation principle, applied in Manufacturer’s damages study, Marketer is entitled to the profit on the extra sales he would have received had there been no product defects. Out-of-pocket expenses of starting the business would have no effect on expectation damages because they would be present in both the actual and the but-for cases, and would offset each other in the comparison of actual and but-for value.

2. Are the parties disputing differences in the plaintiff’s economic environment absent the harmful event?

The analysis of some types of harmful events requires consideration of effects, such as price erosion, that involve changes in the economic environment caused by the harmful event. For a business, the main elements of the economic environment that may be affected by the harmful event are the prices charged by rivals, the demand facing the seller, and the prices of inputs. Misappropriation of intellectual property can cause lower prices because products produced with the misappropriated intellectual property compete with products sold by the owner of the intellectual property. In contrast, some harmful events do not change the

promises were never made. Reliance damages reimburse the injured party for expenses incurred in reliance of promises made. See, e.g., Satellite Broad. Cable, Inc. v. Telefonica de Espana, S.A., 807 F. Supp. 218 (D.P.R. 1992) (holding that under Puerto Rican law an injured party is entitled to reliance but not expectation damages due to the wrongdoer’s willful and malicious termination or withdrawal from precontractual negotiations).

10. See Trentacosta, supra note 7, at 1068. The injured party cannot recover both reliance and expectation damages.

plaintiff’s economic environment. For example, the theft of some of the plaintiff’s products would not change the market price of those products, nor would an injury to a worker change the general level of wages in the labor market. A damages study need not analyze changes in broader markets when the harmful act plainly has minuscule effects in those markets.

For example, the plaintiff may assert that, absent the defendant’s wrongdoing, a higher price could have been charged; the defendant’s harmful act has eroded the market price. The defendant may reply that the higher price would lower the quantity sold. The parties may then dispute by how much the quantity would fall as a result of higher prices.

Example: Valve Maker infringes patent of Rival. Rival calculates lost profits as the profits actually made by Valve Maker plus a price-erosion effect. The amount of price erosion is the difference between the higher price that Rival would have been able to charge absent Valve Maker’s presence in the market and the actual price. The price-erosion effect is the price difference multiplied by the combined sales volume of the Valve Maker and Rival. Defendant Valve Maker counters that the volume would have been lower had the price been higher. Defendant measures damages taking account of lower volume.

Comment: Wrongful competition is likely to cause some price erosion and, correspondingly, some enlargement of the total market because of the lower price. The more elastic the demand the lower the volume would have been with a higher price. The actual magnitude of the price-erosion effect could be determined by economic analysis.

We consider price erosion in more detail in section IV.B, in connection with intellectual property damages. However, price erosion may be an issue in many other commercial disputes. For example, a plaintiff may argue that the disparagement of its product in false advertising has eroded its price.

In more complicated situations, the damages analysis may need to focus on how an entire industry would be affected by the defendant’s wrongdoing. For

12. See, e.g., Micro Motion, 761 F. Supp. at 1430 (citing Yale Lock Mfg. Co. v. Sargent, 117 U.S. 536, 553 (1886), the court stated that “in most price erosion cases, a patent owner has reduced the actual price of its patented product in response to an infringer’s competition”).

13. See, e.g., BASF Corp. v. Old World Trading Co., Inc., Nos. 92-3928, 92-3645, 92-3486, 92-3471, 1994 WL 617918 (7th Cir. Nov. 9, 1994) (finding that the plaintiff’s damages only consisted of lost profits before consideration of price erosion, prejudgment interest, and costs despite plaintiff’s argument that it was entitled to price erosion damages as a result of the defendant’s false advertising—the court determined there were other competitors who would keep prices low).
example, one federal appeals court held that a damages analysis for exclusionary conduct must consider that other firms beside the plaintiff would have enjoyed the benefits of the absence of that conduct, so prices would have been lower and the plaintiff’s profits correspondingly less than those posited in the plaintiff’s damages analysis.14

**Example:** Photographic Film Maker has used unlawful means to exclude rival film manufacturers. Rival calculates damages on the assumption that it would have been the only additional seller in the market absent the exclusionary conduct, and that Rival would have been able to sell its film at the same price actually charged by Film Maker. Film Maker counters that other sellers would have entered the market and driven the price down, so Rival has overstated damages.

**Comment:** Increased competition lowers price in all but the most unusual situation. Again, determination of the number of entrants attracted by the elimination of exclusionary conduct and their effect on the price probably requires a full economic analysis.

3. **Is there disagreement about the causal effect of the injury?**

The plaintiff might argue that the injury has dramatically reduced earnings for many years. The defendant might reply that most of the reduction in earnings that occurred up to the time of trial is the result of influences other than the injury and that the effects of the injury will disappear completely soon after the trial. Alternatively, the defendant may agree that earnings have been dramatically reduced but argue that the reduction in earnings is the result of other causes.

**Example:** Worker is the victim of a disease caused either by exposure to xerxium or by smoking. Worker makes leather jackets tanned with xerxium. The Worker sues the producer of the xerxium, Xerxium Mine, and calculates damages as all lost wages. Defendant Xerxium Mine, in contrast, attributes most of the losses to smoking and calculates damages as only a fraction of lost wages.

**Comment:** The resolution of this dispute will turn on the legal question of comparative or contributory fault. If the law permits the division of damages into parts attributable to exposure to xerxium and smoking, then medical evidence on the likelihood of cause may be needed to make that division.

14. See Dolphin Tours, Inc. v. Pacífico Creative Servs., Inc., 773 F.2d 1506, 1512 (9th Cir. 1985).
Example: Real Estate Agent is wrongfully denied affiliation with Broker. Plaintiff Agent’s damages study projects past earnings into the future at the rate of growth of the previous three years. Broker’s study projects that earnings would have declined even without the breach because the real estate market has turned downward.

Comment: The difference between a damages study based on extrapolation from the past, here used by Agent, and a study based on actual data after the harmful act, here used by Broker, is one of the most common sources of disagreement in damages. This is a factual dispute that hinges on the relationship between real estate market conditions and the earnings of agents.

Frequently, the defendant will calculate damages on the premise that the harmful act had little, if any, causal relationship to the plaintiff’s losses.

Example: Defendants conspired to rig bids in a construction deal. Plaintiff seeks damages for subsequent higher prices. Defendants’ damages calculation is zero because they assert that the only effect of the bid rigging was to determine the winner of the contract and that prices were not affected.

Comment: This is a factual dispute about how much effect bid rigging has on the ultimate price. The analysis must go beyond the mechanics of the bid-rigging system to consider how the bids would be different had there been no collaboration among the bidders.

The defendant may also argue that the plaintiff has overstated the scope of the injury. Here the legal character of the harmful act may be critical; the law may limit the scope to proximate effects if the harmful act was negligence, but require a broader scope if the harmful act was intentional.15

Example: Plaintiff Drugstore Network experiences losses because defendant Superstore priced its products predatorily. Drugstore Network reduced prices in all its stores because it has a policy of uniform national pricing. Drugstore Network’s damages study considers the entire effect of national price cuts on profits. Defendant Superstore argues that Network should have lowered prices only on the West Coast and its price reductions elsewhere should not be included in damages.

15. See generally Prosser and Keeton on the Law of Torts, supra note 8, § 65, at 462. Dean Prosser stated that simple negligence and intentional wrongdoing differ “not merely in degree but in the kind of fault . . . and in the social condemnation attached to it.” Id.
Comment: It is a factual question whether adherence to a policy of national pricing is the reasonable response to predatory pricing in only part of the market.

4. Is there disagreement about how the nonharmful conduct of the defendant should be defined in projecting the plaintiff’s earnings but for the harmful event?

One party’s damages analysis may hypothesize the absence of any act of the defendant that influenced the plaintiff, whereas the other’s damages analysis may hypothesize an alternative, legal act. This type of disagreement is particularly common in antitrust and intellectual property disputes. Although, generally, disagreement over the alternative scenario in a damages study is a legal question, opposing experts may have been given different legal guidance and therefore made different economic assumptions, resulting in major differences in their damages estimates.

Example: Defendant Copier Service’s long-term contracts with customers are found to be unlawful because they create a barrier to entry that maintains Copier Service’s monopoly power. Rival’s damages study hypothesizes no contracts between Copier Service and its customers, so Rival would face no contractual barrier to bidding those customers away from Copier Service. Copier Service’s damages study hypothesizes medium-term contracts with its customers and argues that these would not have been found to be unlawful. Under Copier Service’s assumption, Rival would have been much less successful in bidding away Copier Service’s customers, and damages are correspondingly lower.

Comment: Assessment of damages will depend greatly on the substantive law governing the injury. The proper characterization of Copier Service’s permissible conduct usually is an economic issue. However, sometimes the expert must also have legal guidance as to the proper legal framework for damages. Counsel for plaintiff may prescribe a different legal framework from that of counsel for the defendant.

5. Are losses measured before or after the plaintiff’s income taxes?

A damages award compensates the plaintiff for lost economic value. In principle, the calculation of compensation should measure the plaintiff’s loss after taxes and then calculate the magnitude of the pretax award needed to compensate the plaintiff fully, once taxation of the award is considered. In practice, the tax rates applied to the original loss and to the compensation are frequently the same. When the rates are the same, the two tax adjustments are a wash. In that
case, the appropriate pretax compensation is simply the pretax loss, and the damages calculation may be simplified by the omission of tax considerations.16

In some damages analyses, explicit consideration of taxes is essential, and disagreements between the parties may arise about these tax issues. If the plaintiff’s lost income would have been taxed as a capital gain (at a preferential rate), but the damages award will be taxed as ordinary income, the plaintiff can be expected to include an explicit calculation of the extra compensation needed to make up for the loss of the tax advantage. Sometimes tax considerations are paramount in damages calculations.17

**Example:** Trustee wrongfully sells Beneficiary’s property, at full market value. Beneficiary would have owned the property until death and avoided all capital gains tax.

**Comment:** Damages are the amount of the capital gains tax, even though the property fetched its full value upon sale.

In some cases, the law requires different tax treatment of loss and compensatory award. Again, the tax adjustments do not offset each other, and consideration of taxes may be a source of dispute.

**Example:** Driver injures Victim in a truck accident. A state law provides that awards for personal injury are not taxable, even though the income lost as a result of the injury is taxable. Victim calculates damages as lost pretax earnings, but Driver calculates damages as lost earnings after tax.18 Driver argues that the nontaxable award would exceed actual economic loss if it were not adjusted for the taxation of the lost income.

**Comment:** Under the principle that damages are to restore the plaintiff to the economic equivalent of the plaintiff’s position absent the harmful act, it may be recognized that the income to be replaced by the award would have been taxed. However, case law in a particular

16. There is a separate issue about the effect of taxes on the interest rate for prejudgment interest and discounting. See discussion infra §§ III.C, III.E.

17. See generally John H. Derrick, Annotation, *Damages for Breach of Contract as Affected by Income Tax Considerations*, 50 A.L.R. 4th 452 (1987) (discussing a variety of state and federal cases in which courts ruled on the propriety of tax considerations in damage calculations; courts have often been reluctant to award difference in taxes as damages because it is calling for too much speculation).

jurisdiction may not allow a jury instruction on the taxability of an award.\textsuperscript{19}

Example: Worker is wrongfully deprived of tax-free fringe benefits by Employer. Under applicable law, the award is taxable. Worker’s damages estimate includes a factor so that the amount of the award, after tax, is sufficient to replace the lost tax-free value.

Comment: Again, to achieve the goal of restoring plaintiff to a position economically equivalent absent the harmful act, an adjustment of this type is appropriate. The adjustment is often called “grossing up” damages.\textsuperscript{20} To accomplish grossing up, divide the lost tax-free value by one minus the tax rate. For example, if the loss is $100,000 of tax-free income, and the income tax rate is 25%, the award should be $100,000 divided by 0.75, or $133,333.

6. Is there disagreement about the costs that the plaintiff would have incurred but for the harmful event?

Where the injury takes the form of lost volume of sales, the plaintiff’s lost value is the lost present value of profit. Lost profit is lost revenue less the costs avoided by selling a lower volume. Calculation of these costs is a common area of disagreement about damages.

Conceptually, avoided cost is the difference between the cost that would have been incurred at the higher volume of sales but for the harmful event and the cost actually incurred at the lower volume of sales achieved. In the format of Figure 1, the avoided-cost calculation is done each year. The following are some of the issues that arise in calculating avoided cost:

- For a firm operating at capacity, expansion of sales is cheaper in the longer run than in the short run; whereas, if there is unused capacity, expansion may be cheaper in the short run.
- The costs that can be avoided if sales fall abruptly are smaller in the short run than in the longer run.

\textsuperscript{19} See generally John E. Theuman, Annotation, Propriety of Taking Income Tax into Consideration in Fixing Damages in Personal Injury or Death Action, 16 A.L.R. 4th 589 (1981) (discussing a variety of state and federal cases in which the propriety of jury instructions regarding tax consequences is at issue). See, e.g., Bussell v. DeWalt Prods. Corp., 519 A.2d 1379 (N.J. 1987) (holding that trial court hearing a personal injury case must instruct jury, upon request, that personal injury damages are not subject to state and federal income taxes); Gorham v. Farmington Motor Inn, Inc., 271 A.2d 94 (Conn. 1970) (holding court did not err in refusing to instruct jury that personal injury damages were tax-free).

• Avoided costs may include marketing, selling, and administrative costs as well as the cost of manufacturing.

• Some costs are fixed, at least in the shorter run, and are not avoided as a result of the reduced volume of sales caused by the harmful act.

Sometimes it is useful to put cost into just two categories, that which varies in proportion to sales (variable cost) and that which does not vary with sales (fixed cost). This breakdown is rough, however, and does not do justice to important aspects of avoided costs. In particular, costs that are fixed in the short run may be variable in the longer run. Disputes frequently arise over whether particular costs are fixed or variable. One side may argue that most costs are fixed and were not avoided by losing sales volume, while the other side will argue that many costs are variable.

Certain accounting concepts are related to the calculation of avoided cost. Profit and loss statements frequently report the “cost of goods sold.”21 Costs in this category are frequently, but not uniformly, avoided when sales volume is lower. But costs in other categories, called “operating costs” or “overhead costs,” also may be avoided, especially in the longer run. One approach to the measurement of avoided cost is based on an examination of all of a firm’s cost categories. The expert determines how much of each category of cost was avoided.

An alternative approach uses regression analysis or some other statistical method to determine how costs vary with sales as a general matter within the firm or across similar firms. The results of such an analysis can be used to measure the costs avoided by the decline in sales volume caused by the harmful act.

7. **Is there a dispute about the costs of stock options?**

In some firms, employee stock options are a significant part of total compensation. The parties may dispute whether the value of options should be included in the costs avoided by the plaintiff as a result of lost sales volume. The defendant might argue that stock options should be included, because their issuance is costly to the existing shareholders. The defendant might place a value on newly issued options and amortize this value over the period from issuance to vesting. The plaintiff, in contrast, might exclude options costs on the grounds that the options cost the firm nothing, even though they impose costs on the firm’s shareholders.

---

21. See, e.g., United States v. Arnous, 122 F.3d 321, 323 (6th Cir. 1997) (holding that district court erred when it relied on government’s theory of loss because the theory ignored the cost of goods sold).
B. Mitigation and Earnings Before Trial

We use the term earnings for almost any dollar receipts that a plaintiff should have received. Earnings could include:

- wages, salary, commissions, bonuses, or other compensation;
- profits of a business;
- cash flow;
- royalties;
- proceeds from sales of property; and
- purchases and sales of securities.

Note that earnings in some of these categories, such as cash flow or purchases of securities, could be negative in some years.

1. Is there a dispute about mitigation?

Normally, the actual earnings of the plaintiff before trial are not an important source of disagreement. Sometimes, however, the defendant will argue that the plaintiff has failed to meet its duty to mitigate. In a factual dispute about mitigation, the burden of proof rests with the defendant to show that the plaintiff failed to make a reasonable effort to mitigate or failed to mitigate in good faith.

The defendant will propose that the proper offset is the earnings the plaintiff should have achieved, under proper mitigation, rather than actual earnings. In some cases the defendant may presume the ability of the plaintiff to mitigate in certain ways unless the defendant has specific knowledge otherwise at the time of a breach. For example, unless the defendant could reasonably foresee otherwise, the defendant may presume that the plaintiff could mitigate by locating another source of supply in the event of a breach of a supply agreement. Damages are limited to the difference between the contract price and the current market price in that situation.

For personal injuries, the issue of mitigation often arises because the defendant believes that the plaintiff’s failure to work after the injury is a withdrawal from the labor force or retirement rather than the result of the injury. For commercial torts, mitigation issues can be more subtle. Where the plaintiff believes that the harmful act destroyed a company, the defendant may argue that the company could have been put back together and earned profit, possibly in a different line of business. The defendant will then treat the hypothetical profits as an offset to damages.

Alternatively, where the plaintiff continues to operate the business after the harmful act, and includes subsequent losses in damages, the defendant may argue that the proper mitigation was to shut down after the harmful act.

Example: Franchisee Soil Tester starts up a business based on Franchiser’s proprietary technology, which Franchiser represents as meeting government standards. During the start-up phase, Franchiser notifies Soil Tester that the technology has failed. Soil Tester continues to develop the business but sues Franchiser for profits it would have made from successful technology. Franchiser calculates much lower damages on the theory that Soil Tester should have mitigated by terminating start-up.

Comment: This is primarily a factual dispute about mitigation. Presumably Soil Tester believes it has a good case, that it was appropriate to continue to develop the business despite notification of the failure of the technology.

Disagreements about mitigation may be hidden within the frameworks of the plaintiff’s and the defendant’s damages studies.

Example: Defendant Board Maker has been found to have breached an agreement to supply circuit boards. Plaintiff Computer Maker’s damages study is based on the loss of profits on the computers to be made from the circuit boards. Board Maker’s damages study is based on the difference between the contract price for the boards and the market price at the time of the breach.

Comment: There is an implicit disagreement about Computer Maker’s duty to mitigate by locating alternative sources for the boards not supplied by the defendant. The Uniform Commercial Code spells out the principles for resolving these legal issues under the contracts it governs.23

23. See, e.g., Aircraft Guaranty Corp. v. Strato-Lift, Inc., 991 F. Supp. 735, 738–39 (E.D. Pa. 1998) (mem.) (Both defendant-seller and plaintiff-buyer turned to the Uniform Commercial Code to support their respective positions that the plaintiff-buyer had a duty to mitigate damages when the defendant-seller breached its contract and that the plaintiff-buyer did not have a duty to mitigate when the defendant-seller breached its contract. Court held that according to the UCC, plaintiff-buyer did have a duty to mitigate if the duty was reasonable in light of all the facts and circumstances; however, failure to mitigate does not preclude recovery.); S.J. Groves & Sons Co. v. Warner Co., 576 F.2d 524 (3d Cir. 1978) (holding that the duty to mitigate is a tool to lessen plaintiff’s recovery and is a question of fact); Thomas Creek Lumber & Log Co. v. United States, 36 Fed. Cl. 220 (1996) (holding that U.S. government has a duty to mitigate in breach of contract cases but it is not required to make an extraordinary effort; however, federal common law rather than UCC applies in cases involving nationwide federal programs).
C. Prejudgment Interest

1. Do the parties agree about how to calculate prejudgment interest?24

The law may specify how to calculate interest for past losses (prejudgment interest). State law may exclude prejudgment interest, limit prejudgment interest to a statutory rate, or exclude compounding. Table 1 illustrates these alternatives. With simple uncompounded interest, losses from five years before trial earn five times the specified interest, so compensation for a $100 loss from five years ago is exactly $135 at 7% interest. With compound interest, the plaintiff earns interest on past interest. Compensation is about $140 for a loss of $100 five years before trial. The difference between simple and compound interest becomes much larger if the time from loss to trial is greater or if the interest rate is higher. Because, in practice, interest receipts do earn further interest, economic analysis would generally support the use of compound interest.

Table 1. Calculation of Prejudgment Interest (in Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years Before Trial</th>
<th>Loss Without Interest</th>
<th>Loss with Compound Interest at 7%</th>
<th>Loss with Simple Uncompounded Interest at 7%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,579</td>
<td>1,485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where the law does not prescribe the form of interest for past losses, the experts will normally apply a reasonable interest rate to bring those losses forward. The parties may disagree on whether the interest rate should be measured before or after tax. The before-tax interest rate is the normally quoted rate. To calculate the corresponding after-tax rate, one subtracts the amount of income tax the recipient would have to pay on the interest. Thus, the after-tax rate depends on the tax situation of the plaintiff. The format for calculation of the after-tax interest rate is shown in the following example:

(1) Interest rate before tax: 9%
(2) Tax rate: 30%
(3) Tax on interest (line (1) times line (2)): 2.7%
(4) After-tax interest rate (line (1) less line (3)): 6.3%

Even where damages are calculated on a pretax basis, economic considerations suggest that the prejudgment interest rate should be on an after-tax basis: Had the plaintiff actually received the lost earnings in the past and invested the earnings at the assumed rate, income tax would have been due on the interest. The plaintiff’s accumulated value would be the amount calculated by compounding past losses at the after-tax interest rate.

Where there is economic disparity between the parties, there may be a disagreement about whose interest rate should be used—the borrowing rate of the defendant or the lending rate of the plaintiff, or some other rate. There may also be disagreements about adjustment for risk.25

Example: Insurance company disputes payment of insurance to Farmer. Farmer calculates damages as payment due plus the large amount of interest charged by a personal finance company; no bank was willing to lend to him, given his precarious financial condition. Crop Insurer calculates damages as a lower payment plus the interest on the late payment at the normal bank loan rate.

Comment: The law may limit claims for prejudgment interest to a specified interest rate, and a court may hold that this situation falls within the limit. Economic analysis does support the idea that delays in payments are more costly to people with higher borrowing rates and that the actual rate incurred may be considered damages.

D. Projections of Future Earnings

1. Is there disagreement about the projection of profitability but for the harmful event?

A common source of disagreement about the likely profitability of a business is the absence of a track record of earlier profitability. Whenever the plaintiff is a start-up business, the issue will arise of reconstructing the value of a business with no historical benchmark.

Example: Plaintiff Xterm is a failed start-up. Defendant VenFund has been found to have breached a venture-capital financing agreement. Xterm’s damages study projects the profits it would have made under its business plan. VenFund’s damages estimate, which is much lower, is based on the value of the start-up revealed by sales of Xterm equity made just before the breach.

Comment: Both sides confront factual issues to validate their damages estimates. Xterm needs to show that its business plan was still a reasonable forecast as of the time of the breach. VenFund needs to show that the sale of equity places a reasonable value on the firm; that is, that the equity sale was at arm’s length and was not subject to discounts. This dispute can also be characterized as whether the plaintiff is entitled to expectation damages or must settle for reliance damages. The specific jurisdiction may specify damages for firms with no track record.

2. Is there disagreement about the plaintiff’s actual earnings after the harmful event?

When the plaintiff has mitigated the adverse effects of the harmful act by making an investment that has not yet paid off at the time of trial, disagreement may arise about the value that the plaintiff has actually achieved.

Example: Manufacturer breaches agreement with Distributor. Distributor starts a new business that shows no accounting profit as of the time of trial. Distributor’s damages study makes no deduction for actual earnings during the period from breach to trial. Manufacturer’s damages study places a value on the new business as of the time of trial and deducts that value from damages.

Comment: Some offset for economic value created by Distributor’s mitigation efforts may be appropriate. Note that if Distributor made a good-faith effort to create a new business, but was unsuccessful because of adverse events outside its control, the issue of the treatment of unexpected subsequent events will arise. (See section III.G.1.)
3. **Do the parties use constant dollars for future losses, or is there escalation for inflation?**

Persistent inflation in the U.S. economy complicates projections of future losses. Although inflation rates in the 1990s have been only in the range of 3% per year, the cumulative effect of inflation has a pronounced effect on future dollar quantities. At 3% annual inflation, a dollar today buys what $4.38 will buy 50 years from now. Under inflation, the unit of measurement of economic values becomes smaller each year, and this shrinkage must be considered if future losses are measured in the smaller dollars of the future. We refer to the calculations of this process as embodying escalation. Dollar losses grow into the future because of the use of the shrinking unit of measurement. For example, an expert might project that revenues will rise at 5% per year for the next 10 years—3% because of general inflation and 2% more because of the growth of a firm.

Alternatively, the expert may project future losses in constant dollars without escalation for future inflation. The use of constant dollars avoids the problems of dealing with a shrinking unit of measurement and often results in more intuitive damages calculations. In the example just given, the expert might project that revenues will rise at 2% per year in constant dollars. Constant dollars must be stated with respect to a base year. Thus a calculation in constant 1999 dollars means that the unit for future measurement is the purchasing power of the dollar in 1999.

**E. Discounting Future Losses**

For future losses, a damages study calculates the amount of compensation needed at the time of trial to replace expected future lost income. The result is discounted future losses; it is also sometimes referred to as the present discounted value of the future losses. Discounting is conceptually separate from the adjustment for inflation considered in the previous section. Discounting is typically carried out in the format shown in Table 2.

---


27. See, e.g., Willamette Indus., Inc. v. Commissioner, 64 T.C.M. (CCH) 202 (1992) (holding expert witness erred in failing to take inflation escalation into account).


Table 2. Calculation of Discounted Loss at 5% Interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years in Future</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Discount Factor</th>
<th>Discounted Loss*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>125.00</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>119.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>118.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$337.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“Discounted Loss” equals “Loss” times “Discount Factor.”

“Loss” is the estimated future loss, in either escalated or constant-dollar form. “Discount Factor” is a factor that calculates the number of dollars needed at the time of trial to compensate for a lost dollar in the future year. The discount factor is calculated by applying compound interest forward from the base year to the future year, and then taking the reciprocal. For example, in Table 2, the interest rate is 5%. The discount factor for the next year is calculated as the reciprocal of 1.05. The discount factor for two years in the future is calculated as the reciprocal of 1.05 times 1.05. Future discounts would be obtained by multiplying by 1.05 a suitably larger number of times and then taking the reciprocal. The discounted loss is the loss multiplied by the discount factor for that year. The number of dollars at time of trial that compensates for the loss is the sum of the discounted losses, $337 in this example.

The interest rate used in discounting future losses is often called the discount rate.

1. **Are the parties using a discount rate properly matched to the projection in constant dollars or escalated terms?**

To discount a future loss projected in escalated terms, one should use an ordinary interest rate. For example, in Table 2, if the losses of $125 and $130 are in dollars of those years, and not in constant dollars of the initial year, then the use of a 5% discount rate is appropriate if 5% represents an accurate measure of the time value of money.

To discount a future loss projected in constant dollars, one should use a real interest rate as the discount rate. A real interest rate is an ordinary interest rate less an assumed rate of future inflation. The deduction of the inflation rate from the discount rate is the counterpart of the omission of escalation for inflation from the projection of future losses. In Table 2, the use of a 5% discount rate for discounting constant-dollar losses would be appropriate if the ordinary interest rate was 8% and the rate of inflation was 3%. Then the real interest rate would be 8% minus 3%, or 5%.

The ordinary interest rate is often called the nominal interest rate to distinguish it from the real interest rate.
2. **Is one of the parties assuming that discounting and earnings growth offset each other?**

An expert might make the assumption that future growth of losses will occur at the same rate as the appropriate discount rate. Table 3 illustrates the standard format for this method of calculating discounted loss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years in Discount</th>
<th>Future Loss Factor</th>
<th>Discounted Loss*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>105.00</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>110.30</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“Discounted Loss” equals “Loss” times “Discount Factor.”

When growth and discounting exactly offset each other, the present discounted value is the number of years of lost future earnings multiplied by the current amount of lost earnings.\(^{30}\) In Table 3, the loss of $300 is exactly three times the base year’s loss of $100. Thus the discounted value of future losses can be calculated by a shortcut in this special case. The explicit projection of future losses and the discounting back to the time of trial are unnecessary. However, the parties may dispute whether the assumption that growth and discounting are exactly offsetting is realistic in view of projected rates of growth of losses and market interest rates at the time of trial.

In *Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. v. Pfeifer*,\(^ {31}\) the Supreme Court considered the issue of escalated dollars with nominal discounting against constant dollars with real discounting. It found both acceptable, though the Court seemed to express a preference for the second format. In general, the Court appeared to favor discount rates in the range of 1% to 3% per year in excess of the growth of earnings.

---

\(^{30}\) Certain state courts have, in the past, required that the offset rule be used so as to avoid speculation about future earnings growth. In *Beaulieu v. Elliott*, 434 P.2d 665, 671–72 (Alaska 1967), the court ruled that discounting was exactly offset by wage growth. In *Kaczkowski v. Bolubah*, 421 A.2d 1027, 1036–38 (Pa. 1980), the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled that no evidence on price inflation was to be introduced and deemed that inflation was exactly offset by discounting.

3. Is there disagreement about the interest rate used to discount future lost value?

Discount calculations should use a reasonable interest rate drawn from current data at the time of trial. The interest rate might be obtained from the rates that could be earned in the bond market from a bond of maturity comparable to the lost stream of receipts. As in the case of prejudgment interest, there is an issue as to whether the interest rate should be on a before- or after-tax basis. The parties may also disagree about adjusting the interest rate for risk. A common approach for determining lost business profit is to use the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)\(^\text{32}\) to calculate the risk-adjusted discount rate. The CAPM is the standard method in financial economics to analyze the relation between risk and discounting. In the CAPM method, the expert first measures the firm’s “beta”—the amount of variation in one firm’s value per percentage point of variation in the value of all businesses. Then the risk–adjusted discount rate is the risk-free rate from a U.S. Treasury security plus the beta multiplied by the historical average risk premium for the stock market.\(^\text{33}\) For example, the calculation may be presented in the following format:

(1) Risk-free interest rate: 4.0%
(2) Beta for this firm: 1.2%
(3) Market equity premium: 8.0%
(4) Equity premium for this firm [(2) times (3)]: 9.6%
(5) Discount rate for this firm [(1) plus (4)]: 13.6%

4. Is one of the parties using a capitalization factor?

Another approach to discounting a stream of losses uses a market capitalization factor. A capitalization factor\(^\text{34}\) is the ratio of the value of a future stream of income to the current amount of the stream; for example, if a firm is worth $1 million and its current earnings are $100,000, its capitalization factor is ten.

The capitalization factor is generally obtained from the market values of comparable assets or businesses. For example, the expert might locate a comparable


\(^{33}\) Richard A. Brealey & Stewart C. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance 141–228 (5th ed. 1996).

\(^{34}\) See, e.g., United States v. 22.80 Acres of Land, 839 F.2d 1362 (9th Cir. 1988) (holding that landowners’ market data were not fatally flawed because of failure to use a capitalization factor); Maureen S. Duggan, Annotation, Proper Measure and Elements of Recovery for Insider Short-Swing Transaction, 86 A.L.R. Fed. 16 (1988) (mentioning use of capitalization factor to derive price of purchased stock).
business traded in the stock market and compute the capitalization factor as the ratio of stock market value to operating income. In addition to capitalization factors derived from markets, experts sometimes use rule-of-thumb capitalization factors. For example, the value of a dental practice might be taken as one year’s gross revenue (the capitalization factor for revenue is one). Often the parties dispute whether there is reliable evidence that the capitalization factor accurately measures value for the specific asset or business.

Once the capitalization factor is determined, the calculation of the discounted value of the loss is straightforward: It is the current annual loss in operating profit multiplied by the capitalization factor. A capitalization-factor approach to valuing future losses may be formatted in the following way:

1. **Ratio of market value to current annual earnings in comparable publicly traded firms:** 13
2. **Plaintiff’s lost earnings over past year:** $200
3. **Value of future lost earnings** [(1) times (2)]: $2,600

The capitalization-factor approach might also be applied to revenue, cash flow, accounting profit, or other measures. The expert might adjust market values for any differences between the valuation principles relevant for damages and those that the market applies. For example, the value in the stock market may be considered the value placed on a business for a minority interest, whereas the plaintiff’s loss relates to a controlling interest. The parties may dispute almost every element of the capitalization calculation.

**Example:** Lender is responsible for failure of Auto Dealer. Plaintiff Auto Dealer’s damages study projects rapid growth of future profits based on current year’s profit but for Lender’s misconduct. The study uses a discount rate calculated as the after-tax interest rate on Treasury bills. The application of the discount rate to the future stream of earnings implies a capitalization rate of 12 times the current pretax profit. The resulting estimate of lost value is $10 million. Defendant Lender’s damages study uses data on the actual sale prices of similar dealerships in various parts of the country. The data show that the typical sales price of a dealership is six times its five-year average annual pretax profit. Lender’s damages study multiplies the capitalization factor of six by the five-year average annual pretax profit of Auto Dealer of $500,000 to estimate lost value as $3 million.

**Comment:** Part of the difference comes from the higher implied capitalization factor used by Auto Dealer. Another reason may be that the five-year average pretax profit is less than the current year profit.
5. Is one party using the appraisal approach to valuation and the other, the discounted-income approach?

The appraisal approach places a value on a stream of earnings by determining the value of a similar stream in a similar market. For example, to place a value on the stream of earnings from a rental property, the appraisal approach would look at the market values of similar properties. The appraisal approach is suitable for many kinds of real property and some kinds of businesses.

Example: Oil Company deprives Gas Station Operator of the benefits of Operator’s business. Operator’s damages study projects future profits and discounts them to the time of trial, to place a value of $5 million on the lost business. Oil Company’s damages study takes the average market prices of five nearby gas station businesses with comparable gasoline volume, to place a value of $500,000 on the lost business.

Comment: This large a difference probably results from a fundamental difference in assumptions. Operator’s damages study is probably assuming that profits are likely to grow, while Oil Company’s damages study may be assuming that there is a high risk that the neighborhood will deteriorate and the business will shrink.

F. Damages with Multiple Challenged Acts: Disaggregation

It is common for a plaintiff to challenge a number of the defendant’s acts and to offer an estimate of the combined effect of those acts. If the fact finder determines that only some of the challenged acts are illegal, the damages analysis needs to be adjusted to consider only those acts. This issue seems to arise most often in antitrust cases, but can arise in any type of case. Ideally the damages testimony would equip the fact finder to determine damages for any combination of the challenged acts, but that may be tedious. If there are, say, 10 challenged acts, it would take 1,023 separate studies to determine damages for every possible combination of findings about illegality of the acts.

There have been several cases where the jury has found partially for the plaintiff but the jury lacked assistance from the damages experts on how the damages should be calculated for the combination of acts the jury found to be illegal. Even though the jury has attempted to resolve the issue, damages have been remanded upon appeal.35

35. See Litton Sys. Inc. v. Honeywell Inc., 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14662 (C.D. Cal. July 26, 1996) (order granting new trial on damages only—“Because there is no rational basis on which the jury could have reduced Litton’s ‘lump sum’ damage estimate to account for Litton’s losses attributable to conduct
One solution to this problem is to make the determination of the illegal acts before damages testimony is heard. The damages experts can adjust their testimony to consider only the acts found to be illegal.

In some situations, damages are the sum of separate damages for the various illegal acts. For example, there may be one injury in New York and another in Oregon. Then the damages testimony may consider the acts separately.

When the challenged acts have effects that interact, it is not possible to consider damages separately and add up their effects. This is an area of great confusion. When the harmful acts substitute for each other, the damages attributable to each separately sum to less than their combined effect. As an example, suppose that the defendant has used exclusionary contracts and illegal acquisitions to ruin the plaintiff’s business. Either one would have ruined the business. Damages for the combination of acts are the value of the business, which would have thrived absent both the contracts and the acquisitions. Now consider damages if only the contracts but not the acquisitions are illegal. In the but-for analysis, the acquisitions are hypothesized to occur, because they are not illegal. But plaintiff’s business cannot function in that but-for situation, because of the acquisitions. Hence damages—the difference in value of the plaintiff’s business in the but-for and actual situations—are zero. The same would be true for a separate damages measurement for the acquisitions, with the contracts taken to be legal.

When the effects of the challenged conduct are complementary, the damages estimates for separate types of conduct will add to more than the combined damages. For example, suppose there is a challenge to the penalty provisions and to the duration of contracts for their combined exclusionary effect. The actual amount of the penalty would cause little exclusion if the duration were brief but substantial exclusion were the duration long. Similarly, the actual duration of the contracts would cause little exclusion if the penalty were small but substantial exclusion were the penalty large. A damages analysis for the penalty provision in isolation compares but-for—without the penalty provision but with long duration—to actual, where both provisions are in effect. Damages are large. Similarly, a damages estimate for the duration in isolation gives large damages. The sum of the two estimates is nearly double the damages from the combined use of both provisions.

excluded from the jury’s consideration, the conclusion is inescapable that the jury’s verdict was based on speculation. For these reasons, the Court orders a new trial limited to the issue of the amount of damages sustained by Litton that is attributable to unlawful Honeywell conduct.”); Image Technical Servs., Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 125 F.3d 1195, 1224 (9th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 118 S. Ct. 1560 (1998) (plaintiffs “must segregate damages attributable to lawful competition from damages attributable to Kodak’s monopolizing conduct”).
Thus, a request that the damages expert disaggregate damages across the challenged acts is far more than a request that the total damages estimate be broken down into components that add up to the damages attributable to the combination of all the challenged acts. In principle, a separate damages analysis—with its own carefully specified but-for scenario and analysis—needs to be done for every possible combination of illegal acts.

**Example:** Hospital challenges Glove Maker for illegally obtaining market power through the use of long-term contracts and the use of a discount program that gives discounts to consortiums of hospitals if they purchase exclusively from Glove Maker. The jury finds that Defendant has attempted to monopolize the market with its discount programs, but that the long-term contracts were legal because of efficiencies. Hospital argues that damages are unchanged because either act was sufficient to achieve the observed level of market power. Defendant argues that damages are zero because the long-term contracts would have been enough to allow it to dominate the market.

**Comment:** The appropriate damages analysis is based on a careful new comparison of the market with and without the discount program. The but-for analysis should include the presence of the long-term contracts since they were found to be legal.

Apportionment or disaggregation sometimes arises in a different setting. A damages measure may be challenged as encompassing more than the harm caused by the defendant’s harmful act. The expert may be asked to disaggregate damages between those caused by the defendant and those caused by other factors not caused by the defendant. We believe that this use of terms is confusing and should be avoided. If a damages analysis includes the effects not caused by the defendant, it is a defective analysis. It has not followed the standard format for damages, which, by its nature, isolates the effects of the harmful act on the plaintiff. The proper response is not to tell the expert to disaggregate, but rather to carry out a valid damages analysis that includes only damages, and not the effects of other events.

In the standard format, the but-for analysis differs from the actual environment only by hypothesizing the absence of the harmful act committed by the defendant. The comparison of but-for to actual automatically isolates the causal effects of the harmful act on the plaintiff. No disaggregation of damages caused by the harmful act is needed once the standard format is applied.
G. Other Issues Arising in General in Damages Measurement

1. Is there disagreement about the role of subsequent unexpected events?
Random events occurring after the harmful event can affect the plaintiff’s actual loss. The effect might be either to amplify the economic loss from what might have been expected at the time of the harmful event or to reduce the loss.

Example: Housepainter uses faulty paint, which begins to peel a month after the paint job. Owner measures damages as the cost of repainting. Painter disputes on the grounds that a hurricane that actually occurred three months after the paint job would have ruined a proper paint job anyway.

Comment: This dispute will need to be resolved on legal rather than economic grounds. Both sides can argue that their approach to damages will, on the average over many applications, result in the right incentives for proper house painting.

The issue of subsequent random events should be distinguished from the legal principle of supervening events. The subsequent events occur after the harmful act; there is no ambiguity about who caused the damage, only an issue of quantification of damages. Under the theory of a supervening event, there is precisely a dispute about who caused an injury. In the example above, there would be an issue of the role of a supervening event if the paint did not begin to peel until after the hurricane.

Disagreements about the role of subsequent random events are particularly likely when the harmful event is fraud.

Example: Seller of property misstates condition of property. Buyer shows that he would not have purchased the property absent the misstatement. Property values in general decline sharply between the fraud and the trial. Buyer measures damages as the difference between the market value of the property at the time of trial and the purchase price. Seller measures damages as the difference between the purchase price and the market value at the time of purchase, assuming full disclosure.

36. See, e.g., Derdiarian v. Felix Contracting Corp., 414 N.E.2d 666 (N.Y. 1980) (holding jury could find that, although third person’s negligence is a supervening event, defendant is ultimately liable to plaintiff for negligence); Lavin v. Emery Air Freight Corp., 980 F. Supp. 93 (D. Conn. 1997) (holding that under Connecticut law, a party seeking to be excused from a promised performance as a result of a supervening event must show the performance was made impracticable, nonoccurrence was an assumption at the time the contract was made, impracticability did not arise from the party’s actions, and the party seeking to be excused did not assume a greater liability than the law imposed).
Comment: Buyer may be able to argue that retaining the property was the reasonable course of action after uncovering the fraud; in other words, there may be no issue of mitigation here. In that sense, Seller’s fraud caused not only an immediate loss, as measured by Seller’s damages analysis, but also a subsequent loss. Seller, however, did not cause the decline in property values. The dispute needs to be resolved as a matter of law.

As a general matter, it is preferable to exclude the effects of random subsequent effects, especially if the effects are large in relation to the original loss. The reason is that plaintiffs choose which cases to bring and that may influence the approach to damages. If random subsequent events are always included in damages, then plaintiffs will bring the cases that happen to have amplified damages and will not pursue those where damages, including the random later event, are negative. The effect of the selection of cases will be to overcompensate plaintiffs. Similarly, if plaintiffs can choose whether or not to include the effects of random subsequent events, plaintiffs will choose to include those effects when they are positive and exclude them when they are negative. Again, the result will be to overcompensate plaintiffs as a general matter.

2. How should damages be apportioned among the various stakeholders?

Usually the plaintiff need not distinguish between the defendant and the beneficiaries of the wrongdoing. In some cases, the law unambiguously determines who should pay for losses. For example, if a corporation increases its own profit through an antitrust violation, the defendant is the corporation and the shareholders are the recipients of the illegal profits. In general, the corporation is sued and current shareholder profits are reduced by the amount of the damages award. A current shareholder who may have purchased shares after the wrongdoing ceased will pay for the plaintiff’s injury even though the shareholder did not share in the illegal profits. The shareholder’s only recourse is to sue the firm and its officers.

A related issue can arise when a public utility is sued.

Example: Electric Utility infringes a patent. Patent Owner seeks compensation for lost royalties. Utility argues that the royalty would have been part of its rate base, and it would have been allowed higher


prices so as to achieve its allowed rate of return had it paid a royalty. It, therefore, did not profit from its infringement. Instead, the ratepayers benefited. Patent Owner argues that Utility stands in for all stakeholders.

**Comment:** In addition to the legal issue of whether Utility does stand in for ratepayers, there are two factual issues: Would a royalty actually have been passed on to ratepayers? Will the award be passed on to ratepayers?

Similar issues can arise in employment law.

**Example:** Plaintiff Sales Representative sues for wrongful denial of a commission. Sales Representative has subcontracted with another individual to do the actual selling and pays a portion of any commission to that individual as compensation. The subcontractor is not a party to the suit. Defendant Manufacturer argues that damages should be Sales Representative’s lost profit measured as the commission less costs, including the payout to the subcontractor. Sales Representative argues that she is entitled to the entire commission.

**Comment:** Given that the subcontractor is not a plaintiff, and Sales Representative avoided the subcontractor’s commission, the literal application of standard damages-measurement principles would appear to call for the lost-profit measure. The subcontractor, however, may be able to claim its share of the damages award. In that case, restitution would call for damages equal to the entire lost commission, so that, after paying off the subcontractor, Sales Representative receives exactly what she would have received absent the breach. Note that the second approach would place the subcontractor in exactly the same position as the Internal Revenue Service in our discussion of adjustments for taxes in section III.A.5.39

The issue also arises acutely in the calculation of damages on behalf of a nonprofit corporation. When the corporation is entitled to damages for lost profits, the defendant may argue that the corporation intentionally operates its business without profit. The actual losers in such a case are the people who would have enjoyed the benefits from the nonprofit that would have been financed from the profits at issue.

39. This example provoked vehement reactions from our reviewers. All believed the resolution was obvious, but some thought the plaintiff should receive only its anticipated profit, and others thought the plaintiff should receive the entire commission.
3. **Structured settlements**

Sometimes, particularly in personal injury cases, the damages award will be paid over time. Many of the issues that arise in section III.E, Discounting Future Losses, arise in determining how damages should be structured. Damages should first be measured at the time of trial. The different payouts need to be discounted before summing to insure that the plaintiff is properly compensated. Thus, the same issues in determining the proper discount rate for losses are applicable in determining the proper discount rate for payouts. In addition, the structured settlement should consider the chance that not all payments may be made, either because the plaintiff may not be alive (unless payments are to continue after death of the plaintiff) or because the defendant is not alive or ceases business.

### IV. Subject Areas of Economic Loss Measurement

#### A. Personal Lost Earnings

A claim for loss of personal earnings occurs as the result of wrongful termination, discrimination, injury, or death. The earnings usually come from employment, but essentially the same issues arise if self-employment or partnership earnings are lost. Most damages studies for personal lost earnings fit the model of Figure 1 quite closely.

1. **Is there a dispute about projected earnings but for the harmful event?**

   The plaintiff seeking compensation for lost earnings will normally include wages or salary; other cash compensation, such as commissions, overtime, and bonuses; and the value of fringe benefits. Disputes about wages and salary before trial are the least likely, especially if there are employees in similar jobs whose earnings were not interrupted. Even so, the plaintiff may make the case that a promotion would have occurred after the time of the termination or injury. The more variable elements of cash compensation are more likely to be in dispute. One side may measure bonuses and overtime during a period when these parts of compensation were unusually high, and the other side may choose a longer period, during which the average is lower.

2. **What benefits are part of damages?**

   Loss of benefits may be an important part of lost personal earnings damages. A frequent source of dispute is the proper measurement of vacation and sick pay. Here the strict adherence to the format of Figure 1 can help resolve these dis-
putes. Vacation and sick pay\(^{40}\) are part of the earnings the plaintiff would have received but for the harmful event. It would be double counting\(^{41}\) to include vacation and sick pay in benefits when they have already been included in cash earnings.

The valuation of fringe benefits is frequently a source of important disputes. When benefits take a form other than immediate cash, there are two basic approaches to valuation: (1) the cost to the employer, and (2) the value to the worker. Disputes may arise because of differences between these two approaches or in the application of either one.

**Example:** Employee is terminated in breach of an employment agreement. Employee’s damages analysis includes the value of Employee’s coverage under Employer’s company medical plan, estimated by the cost of obtaining similar coverage as an individual. Employee’s damages analysis also includes Employer’s contribution to Social Security. Employer’s opposing study values the medical benefits at the cost of the company plan, which is much less than an individual plan. Employer places a value of zero on Social Security contributions, on the grounds that the Social Security benefit formula would give the same benefits to Employee whether or not the additional employer contributions had been made.

**Comment:** Although the valuation of benefits from Employer’s point of view has theoretical merit, the obstacles are obvious from these two examples. On the value of the medical benefits, if Employee actually has purchased equivalent coverage as an individual, there is a case for using that cost. The valuation of prospective Social Security benefits is forbiddingly complex, and most experts settle for measuring the value as the employer’s contribution.\(^{42}\)

3. **Is there a dispute about mitigation?**

Actual earnings before trial, although known, may be subject to dispute if the defendant argues that the plaintiff took too long to find a job or the job taken was not sufficiently remunerative. Even more problematic may be the situation where the plaintiff continues to be unemployed.


\(^{41}\) See, e.g., James B. Smith, Jr. & Jack A. Taylor, Injuries and Loss of Earnings, 57 Ala. Law. 176, 177 (1996) (stating need to avoid double counting when taking fringe benefits such as vacation and sick pay into account when calculating lost earnings).

\(^{42}\) See, e.g., id. (stating employer’s contribution to employee’s Social Security may be taken into consideration when calculating lost earnings to avoid double counting); Rupp v. Purolator Courier Corp., Nos. 93-3276, 93-3288, 1994 WL 730892, at *2 (10th Cir. Dec. 20, 1994) (holding damage award should not include employer’s contribution to employee’s Social Security taxes).
Parties disputing the length of a job search frequently offer testimony from
job placement experts. Testimony from a psychologist also may be offered if the
plaintiff has suffered emotional trauma as a result of the defendant’s actions.
Recovery from temporarily disabling injuries may be the subject of testimony
by experts in vocational rehabilitation. Also, data about displaced workers, which
can be obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, provide information
about how long others have taken to find jobs.

The defendant may argue that the plaintiff—for reason of illness, injury,
or vacation, not related to the liability issues in the case—has chosen not to
undertake a serious job search and therefore failed to meet the duty to miti-
gate. A damages study based on that conclusion will impute earnings to
replace the actual earnings (if any) in the box labeled “Actual earnings be-
fore trial” in Figure 1.

Example: Plumber loses two years of work as a result of slipping on ice. His
damages claim is for two years of earnings as a plumber. Defendant
Hotel Owner calculates damages as the difference between those
earnings and one year of earnings as a bartender, on the grounds
that Plumber was capable of working as a bartender during the
second year of his recovery.

Comment: Employment law may limit the type of alternative job that the plain-
tiff is obligated to consider.43

Resolution of the mitigation issue can also be complicated if the plaintiff has
taken a less remunerative job in anticipation of subsequent increases. For ex-
ample, the plaintiff may have gone back to school to qualify for a better-paying
job in the future. Or, the plaintiff may have taken a lower-paying job in which
the career path offers more advancement. A common occurrence, particularly
for more experienced workers with the appropriate skills, is to become a self-
employed businessperson. The problem becomes how to value the plaintiff’s
activities during the development period of the business. On the one hand, the
plaintiff may have made a reasonable choice of mitigating action by starting a
business. On the other hand, the defendant is entitled to an offset to damages for
the value of the plaintiff’s investment in the development of the business.

When damages are computed over the entire remaining work life of the
plaintiff, the timing of earnings on the mitigation side is less critical. The eco-
nomic criterion for judging the adequacy of mitigation is that the present value
of the stream of earnings over the plaintiff’s work life in the chosen career ex-
ceeds the present value of the stream of earnings from alternative careers. In

43. See, e.g., Shore v. Federal Express Corp., 42 F.3d 373, 376 (6th Cir. 1994) (rejecting defendant’s
claim that plaintiff failed to mitigate damages because the alternative jobs available to plaintiff were not
comparable to the job from which she was wrongfully discharged).
other words, it is appropriate that the defendant should be charged with replacing the entire amount of but-for earnings during a period of schooling or other investment if the defendant is being relieved of even more responsibility in future years as the investment pays off. If, however, the plaintiff appears to have chosen a lower-paying career for noneconomic reasons, then the defendant may argue that the amounts corresponding to the boxes labeled “Actual earnings before trial” and “Projected earnings after trial” in Figure 1 should be based on the plaintiff’s highest-paying alternative. The defendant may also argue along these lines if damages are computed over a period shorter than the plaintiff’s work life.

4. Is there disagreement about how the plaintiff’s career path should be projected?

The issues that arise in projecting but-for and actual earnings after trial are similar to the issues that arise in measuring damages before trial. In addition, the parties are likely to disagree regarding the plaintiff’s future increases in compensation. A damages analysis should be internally consistent. For example, the compensation path for both but-for and actual earnings paths should be based on consistent assumptions about general economic conditions, about conditions in the local labor market for the plaintiff’s type of work, and about the plaintiff’s likely increases in skills and earning capacity. The analysis probably should project a less successful career on the mitigation side if it is projecting a slow earnings growth absent the harm. Similarly, if the plaintiff is projected as president of the company in ten years absent the harm, the study should probably project similar success in the mitigating career, unless the injury limits his or her potential in the mitigating career.

*Example:* Executive suffers wrongful termination. His damages study projects rapid growth in salary, bonus, and options, thanks to a series of likely promotions had he not been terminated. After termination, he looked for work unsuccessfully for a year and then started up a consulting business. Earnings from the consulting business rise, but never reach the level of his projected compensation but for the termination. Damages are estimated at $3.6 million. His former employer’s opposing damages study is based on the hypothesis that he would have been able to find a similar job within nine months if he had searched diligently. Damages are estimated at $275,000.

*Comment:* This example illustrates the type of factual disputes that are typical of executive termination damages. Note that there may be an issue of random subsequent events both in the duration of Executive’s job search and in the success of his consulting business.
5. *Is there disagreement about how earnings should be discounted to present value?*

Because personal lost earnings damages may accrue over the remainder of a plaintiff’s working life, the issues of predicting future inflation and discounting earnings to present value are particularly likely to generate quantitatively important disagreements. As we noted in section III.D, projections of future compensation can be done in constant dollars or escalated terms. In the first case, the interest rate used to discount future constant-dollar losses should be a real interest rate—the difference between the ordinary interest rate and the projected future rate of inflation. All else being the same, the two approaches will give identical calculations of damages. Under some conditions, future wage growth may be about equal to the interest rate, so that discounted future losses are the same in each future year. Damages after trial are then just the appropriate multiple of the current year’s loss. Equivalently, the calculation can be done by projected future wage growth in escalating dollars and discounting by an ordinary interest rate. Of course, the projected wage growth must be consistent with the expert’s conclusion about inflation.

Substantial disagreements can arise about the rate of interest. Even when the parties agree that the interest rate should approximate what the plaintiff can actually earn by investing the award prudently, the parties may dispute the type of investment the plaintiff is likely to make. The plaintiff may argue that the real rate of interest should correspond to the real rate of interest for a money market fund, while the defendant may argue that the plaintiff would be expected to invest in instruments, such as the stock market, with higher expected returns. There may also be a disagreement about whether the discount rate should be calculated before or after taxes.

6. *Is there disagreement about subsequent unexpected events?*

Disagreements about subsequent unexpected events are likely in cases involving personal earnings, as we discussed in general in section III.F. For example, the plaintiff may have suffered a debilitating illness that would have compelled the resignation from a job a year later even if the termination or injury had not occurred. Or the plaintiff would have been laid off as a result of employer hardship one year after the termination. The defendant may argue that damages should be limited to one year. The plaintiff might respond that the bad times

---

44. *See, e.g.,* Clark v. Secretary of Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., No. 88-44-V, 1989 WL 250075, at *2 (Cl. Ct. July 28, 1989) (defining real rate of interest as the difference between the rate of return and the rate of inflation).

45. *See, e.g.,* McCarthy v. United States, 870 F.2d 1499, 1502–03 (9th Cir. 1989) (determining the appropriate real rate of interest).
were unexpected at the time of the termination and so should be excluded from consideration in the calculation of damages. Plaintiff, therefore, argues that damages should be calculated without consideration of these events.

7. Is there disagreement about retirement and mortality?
For damages after trial, there is another issue related to the issue of unexpected events before trial: How should future damages reflect the probability that the plaintiff will die or decide to retire? Sometimes an expert will assume a work-life expectancy and terminate damages at the end of that period. Tables of work-life expectancy incorporate the probability of both retirement and death. Another approach is to multiply each year’s lost earnings by the probability that the plaintiff will be alive and working in that year. That probability declines gradually with age; it can be inferred from data on labor-force participation and mortality by age.

Within either approach, there may be disagreements about how much information to use about the individual. For example, if the plaintiff is known to smoke, should his survival rates be those of a smoker? Similarly, if the plaintiff is a woman executive, should her retirement probability be inferred from data on women in general, or would it be more reasonable to look at data on executives, who are mostly men?

B. Intellectual Property Damages

Intellectual property damages are calculated under federal law for patents, trademarks, and copyrights, and calculated under state law for trade secrets and sometimes for trademarks if there are violations of state law and not federal law. Damages may be a combination of the value lost by the intellectual property owner and the value gained by the infringer with adjustment to avoid double counting. The value lost by the intellectual property owner is lost profits, calculated as in other types of damages analysis. Under patent law, the lost profit includes a reasonable royalty the infringer should have paid the patent owner for


47. See, e.g., Walker v. Forbes, Inc., 28 F.3d 409, 412 (4th Cir. 1994) (explaining that 17 U.S.C. § 504(b) regarding copyright infringement indicates “an injured party is awarded not only an amount to compensate for the injury that results from the infringement, but also the amount of the infringer’s profit that is found to derive from the infringement, avoiding double counting”).
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the use of the patented invention. The reasonable royalty\textsuperscript{48} is generally defined as the amount the defendant would have paid the patent owner as the result of a license negotiation occurring at the time the infringement began or the patent issued. Patent law does not provide for recovery of value gained by the infringer, except through the reasonable royalty.\textsuperscript{49}

Under copyright law, the plaintiff is entitled to the revenue received by the infringer as a result of selling the copyrighted work, but the defendant is entitled to deduct the costs of reproducing the infringing work as an offset to damages (the plaintiff’s damages case need not include the offset; the defendant typically raises this issue later). Under the Uniform Trade Secrets Law,\textsuperscript{50} the standard is disgorgement of defendant’s gain. However, the measurement of defendant’s gain can be any reasonable way of calculating the value of the trade secret, including the cost to create, the value to the plaintiff, or the value to the defendant.

Damages for trademark infringement can be similar to those for copyright and patent infringement claims, but not always. Where a trademark is licensed in connection with the sale of marked goods on a royalty basis, then damages can be calculated based on a reasonable royalty. However, trademarks often are not licensed and thus a plaintiff in a trademark infringement case cannot always use the reasonable royalty measure.

In such cases involving a nonlicensed trademark, the trademark infringement plaintiff must prove one or more elements of special damage. First, the plaintiff may claim lost sales due to the infringement. Lost sales, however, can be difficult

\textsuperscript{48} See, e.g., Faulkner v. Gibbs, 199 F.2d 635, 639 (9th Cir. 1952) (defining reasonable royalty as “an amount which a person, desiring to use a patented article, as a business proposition, would be willing to pay as a royalty and yet be able to use the patented article at a reasonable profit. The primary inquiry, often complicated by secondary ones, is what the parties would have agreed upon, if both were reasonably trying to reach an agreement.”); Vermont Microsystems, Inc. v. Autodesk, Inc., 138 F.3d 449, 450 (2d Cir. 1998) (explaining reasonable royalty, in terms of trade secrets, as “royalty that the plaintiff and defendant would have agreed to for the use of the trade secret made by the defendant may be one measure of the approximate portion of the defendant’s profits attributable to the use”).

\textsuperscript{49} See, e.g., Gargoyle Inc. v. United States, 113 F.3d 1572, 1580 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (upholding district court’s decision that lost profits were not appropriate in the patent case and that the appropriate damages were reasonable royalties); Vermont Microsystems, 138 F.3d at 450 (2d Cir. 1998) (stating reasonable royalty is a common award in patent cases).

\textsuperscript{50} See, e.g., Vermont Microsystems, Inc. v. Autodesk, Inc., 138 F.3d 449 (2d Cir. 1998); Reingold v. Swiftships, Inc., 126 F.3d 645 (5th Cir. 1997); Duncan v. Stuetzle, 76 F.3d 1480 (9th Cir. 1996); Kovarik v. American Family Ins. Group, 108 F.3d 962 (8th Cir. 1997). In all of these cases, the state has adopted the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (UTSA). Consequently, the courts use the UTSA definition of trade secrets, which states trade secrets derive independent economic value, actual or potential, from disclosure or use.
to identify where a competitor has used an infringing mark. Proof of trademark infringement plus a general decline in sales will be insufficient to establish damages based on lost sales unless the plaintiff can also show that factors other than the infringement did not cause the decline. Exact proof of such losses, however, is neither possible nor required.

   The plaintiff may also claim damages based on a loss of reputation in his or her business. Plaintiff may recover, for example, the costs expended to minimize any loss of reputation, such as corrective advertising or a name change.

   Finally, the trademark infringement plaintiff may claim damages based on the profits of the infringer. Such profits may be recovered to prevent unjust enrichment, or they may be considered as an indication of the plaintiff’s losses. Care must be taken, however, to ensure that the infringer is actually a competitor of the plaintiff; otherwise the defendant’s profits would not represent an accurate measurement of the plaintiff’s losses. As under copyright law, the plaintiff may recover damages based on the gross receipts from the sale of the infringing items. The defendant, however, can seek to offset such damages by deducting for the expense of producing the infringing goods or by apportioning the profits attributable to the infringing mark and those attributable to the intrinsic merit of his or her product. To recover damages based on the defendant’s lost profits, the plaintiff must usually prove either a willful infringement or that he or she put the defendant on notice of the infringement, depending on the jurisdiction.

1. Is there disagreement about what fraction of the defendant’s sales would have gone to the plaintiff?

   Patent law now makes it easier for a patent owner to argue that it would have received a share of the infringer’s actual sale.51 Previously, the presence of a noninfringing product in the market required a lost-profit analysis to show, directly, which sales were lost to the defendant rather than to other noninfringing alternatives. This often required documents that showed that both parties, and only those parties, were contending for a sale. Damages were limited to those sales that could be documented. The damages analysis may now use some type of market-share model to show that the plaintiff lost sales in relation to its market share. For example, if the plaintiff had one-third of the market, the defendant also had one-third of the market, and the noninfringing alternative had one-third of the market, then the plaintiff could argue that it would have made one-half of defendant’s sales absent the infringement. This is an example of the

---

simplest model. This model would consider the total market to have a given volume of sales, S. If the market shares of the plaintiff and the defendant are P and D, respectively, this model would predict that the plaintiff’s market share, absent the defendant’s sales, would be:

\[
\frac{P}{1 - D}
\]

This formula corresponds to the assumption that the defendant’s sales would have been distributed evenly across the other sellers, including the plaintiff. Then the plaintiff’s sales, absent the presence of the infringer in the market, would be:

\[
\frac{P}{1 - D} \times S
\]

But this model is likely to be disputed. The issues are how large the market would have been, absent the defendant’s infringing product, and what share of that market the plaintiff would have enjoyed. The defendant may argue that it enlarged the total market. Its product may appeal to customers who would not buy from any of the other sellers; for example, some of the infringing sales may be to affiliates of the infringer. With respect to the plaintiff’s market share but for the infringement, the defendant may demonstrate that the rivals for the defendant’s sales rarely included the plaintiff. Either the plaintiff or the defendant may argue that there are actually several different markets, each to be analyzed according to some type of market-share model.

2. Is there disagreement about the effect of infringement or misappropriation on prices as well as quantities (price erosion)?

The plaintiff may measure price erosion directly, by comparing prices before and after infringement, or indirectly, through an economic analysis of the market. The defendant may dispute direct measures of price erosion on the grounds that the drop in prices would have occurred despite the infringement as a result of normal trends or events occurring at the same time, unrelated to the infringement.

The parties may also dispute the relation between the size of the total market and prices. When a plaintiff’s analysis projects that prices would have been higher

---

absent infringement, the defendant may point out that higher prices would reduce the volume of total sales and thus reduce the plaintiff’s sales. Disagreements about the measurement of lost profit are most likely to be resolved if both parties make their lost-profit calculations in the same format. The preferred format is:

Lost profit = [price but for infringement] × [quantity sold but for infringement] - [actual revenue] - [extra cost of producing the extra quantity]

This format avoids the danger of double counting that arises when the plaintiff makes separate claims for lost sales and price erosion.

3. Is there a dispute about whether the lost-profit calculation includes contributions from noninfringing features of the work or product (apportionment)招呼？

Where the protected work or technology is not the only feature or selling point of the defendant’s product, there may be disagreement about apportionment. One approach to quantitative apportionment of damages is to hypothesize that the defendant would have sold a different, noninfringing product containing the other features or selling points. The damages study then measures the plaintiff’s losses from the defendant’s selling of the actual product rather than the alternative, hypothetical, noninfringing product.

Example: Camera Maker sells a camera that competes directly with Rival’s similar camera. A court has determined that this is an infringement of Rival’s autofocus patent. Rival’s damages study hypothesizes the absence of Camera Maker’s product from the market. Camera Maker’s damages study hypothesizes that it would have sold the same camera with a different, noninfringing autofocus system. Camera Maker has apportioned lost sales to take account of the other selling points of the camera, whereas Rival is considering all of the lost sales. Rival argues that its approach is correct because the camera would not have been put on the market absent the infringing autofocus system.

Comment: Note that the issue of apportionment here is, in essence, a special

53. See, e.g., 15 U.S.C.A. § 1117 (1997). “Owner of trademark can recover profits acquired by infringer from infringing sales, and impossibility of apportionment between profits from infringement and those due to intrinsic merit excuses owner of trademark from showing what part of infringer’s profits were attributable to the use of the infringing mark.” (citing Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co. v. Wolf Bros. & Co., 240 U.S. 251 (1916)). “Seller of video game cartridges was not entitled to apportionment of damages for trademark infringement on grounds that not all games on cartridges were infringing, where seller failed to present evidence on workable distinction for identifying infringing and noninfringing elements.” (citing Nintendo of Am., Inc. v. Dragon Pac. Int’l, 40 F.3d 1007 (9th Cir. 1994), cert. denied, 515 U.S. 1107 (1995)).
case of the more general issue discussed in section III.A—disagreements about the alternative nonharmful conduct of the defendant. Here the alternative is what type of noninfringing product Camera Maker can hypothesize it would have sold absent infringement.\textsuperscript{54}

4. **Do the parties disagree about whether the defendant could have designed around the plaintiff’s patent?**

Under patent law, part of the plaintiff’s lost profit from infringement is measured as the reasonable royalty the defendant would have paid for a license under the patent. The conceptual basis for the reasonable royalty is the outcome of a hypothetical negotiation occurring at the time the infringement began. Validity of the patent and the defendant’s use of the protected technology are presumed in the hypothetical negotiation.

An important source of disagreement about the basis for the reasonable royalty and corresponding quantum of damages is the defendant’s ability to design around the patent. A defendant may argue that any but a modest royalty would have caused it to reject the license and choose not to use the technology but to design around it instead.

5. **Is there disagreement about how much of the defendant’s advantage actually came from infringement (apportionment)?**

Under patent law, apportionment is implicit in the reasonable-royalty framework; a defendant would not pay more for a patent license than its contribution to profit. Under copyright law, where damages include the defendant’s gain measured as its revenue or profit, apportionment may be a major source of disagreement.

*Example:* Recording Company’s compact disk contains one infringing song among twelve. Defendant’s damages study is based on one-twelfth of the profit from the sales of the disk. Rock Composer argues that the infringing song is the main selling point of the disk and seeks all of Defendant’s profit.

*Comment:* This is a factual dispute. The parties may use survey evidence on consumers’ reasons for purchasing the disk.

\textsuperscript{54} In *Computer Associates International v. Altai, Inc.*, 982 F.2d 693 (2d Cir. 1992), the appeals court determined that defendant could hypothesize that sales of its noninfringing earlier version of a software package would partially replace the actual sales of its infringing package, thus limiting the extra sales that plaintiff would have enjoyed absent the infringement.
6. *Is there disagreement about how to combine the plaintiff’s loss and the defendant’s gain in a way that avoids double counting?*

Calculating such a damages figure normally involves finding the profit from the defendant’s sales that are not considered the plaintiff’s lost sales. For example, if the defendant has sold 100 units and in the process has taken 60 units of sales away from the plaintiff, the damages would consist of the plaintiff’s lost profits on the 60 units and the defendant’s revenue or profit on the remaining 40 units that were incremental sales not taken from the plaintiff.

Disputes can arise about the elimination of double counting when the plaintiff and the defendant sell their products in different ways. For example, the plaintiff may bundle its product with related products, while the defendant sells a component to be bundled by others.

**C. Antitrust Damages**

Where the plaintiff is the customer of the defendant or purchases goods in a market where the defendant’s monopolistic misconduct has raised prices, damages are the amount of the overcharge. This amount may exceed the lost profit of the plaintiff, if it is a business, because the plaintiff may pass along part of the effect of the price increase to its own customers. Where the plaintiff is a rival of the defendant, injured by exclusionary or predatory conduct, damages are the lost profits from the misconduct.

1. *Is there disagreement about the scope of the damages?*

The plaintiff might calculate damages affecting all of its business activities, whereas the defendant might calculate damages only in markets where there is a likelihood of adverse impact from the defendant’s conduct.

**Example:** Trucker’s exclusionary conduct has monopolized certain routes, but only modestly raised its market share on many other nonmonopolized routes. Shippers seek damages for elevated prices in all af-

---

55. *See supra* note 49; *Dolori Fabrics, Inc. v. The Limited, Inc.*, 662 F. Supp. 1347 (S.D.N.Y. 1987) (holding award of actual damages and profits of infringers to copyright-holder did not constitute double counting because the copyright-holder did not compete for and could not have made the same sales as the infringer made).

56. *See, e.g.* *Deltak, Inc. v. Advanced Sys., Inc.*, 767 F.2d 357, 363 (7th Cir. 1985) (determining the market value of the infringed product by reviewing the list price of plaintiff’s book and video kit, without the infringed product, which was not bundled in a package with other products).

57. *Hanover Shoe v. United Shoe Mach. Corp.*, 392 U.S. 481, 499 (1968); *Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois*, 431 U.S. 720 (1977) (establishing the principle under the federal antitrust laws that, generally, a business plaintiff should not lower its damages claim on account of passing on overcharges to its customers, but rather the plaintiff should stand in for the downstream victims of overcharges).
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affected markets, but Trucker’s damages study considers only the routes where monopolization has occurred.

Comment: Here is a mixture of legal and economic issues. The law may set limits on the reach of antitrust damages even if economic analysis could quantify price elevation in all of the markets. The analysis here is similar to the more general analysis in section III.A.3 about the causal effect of the injury.

2. Is there a dispute about the causal link between the misconduct and the measured damages?

Experts face a particular challenge in making a complete analysis of the economic impact of antitrust misconduct on the relevant market. To overcome the analytical challenge, experts sometimes compare market conditions in a period affected by the misconduct with conditions in another period, during which the misconduct is known to be absent. The plaintiff might take the increase in price from the benchmark period to the affected period as a measure of the price elevation caused by the misconduct. The defendant may argue that the misconduct is not the only difference between the periods—prices rose, for example, because of cost increases or rising demand and not just because of a conspiracy or other misconduct.

Example: The price of plywood rises soon after a meeting of Plywood Producers. Plywood Purchasers attribute all of the price increase to a price-fixing conspiracy. Plywood Producers argue that increases in timber prices would have compelled increases in plywood prices even without a price-fixing agreement; their damages study attributes only part of the price increase to the conspiracy.

Comment: Economic analysis is capable, in principle, of inferring how much of a price increase is caused by a cost increase. Plywood Purchasers’ damages analysis could be strengthened in this example by direct evidence on the amount of the price increase determined by the conspirators. In more sophisticated measurements of damages through comparisons of periods with and without the misconduct, experts may use regression analysis to adjust for influences other than the misconduct. Explanatory variables may include general economic indicators such as the national price level and Gross Domestic Product, along with variables specific to the industry.\(^\text{58}\)

3. *Is there a dispute about how conditions would differ absent the challenged misconduct?*

The plaintiff may calculate damages for exclusionary conduct on the basis that prices in the market would have been the same but for that conduct. The defendant may argue that the activities of the plaintiff and other firms, absent exclusion, would have driven prices down, and thus that the plaintiff has overstated the profit it lost from exclusion.

*Example:* Concert Promoter is the victim of exclusion by Incumbent through Incumbent’s unlawful contracts with a ticket agency. Promoter’s damages study hypothesizes that Promoter would be the only additional seller in the industry absent the contracts. Incumbent’s damages study hypothesizes numerous additional sellers and price reductions sufficient to eliminate almost all profit. Incumbent’s estimate of damages is a small fraction of Promoter’s.

*Comment:* The elimination of one barrier to entry in the market—the unlawful contracts—will increase the profit available to potential rivals. On this account, some new rivals to the Concert Promoter might enter the market and share the benefits flowing from the elimination of the unlawful contracts. This is a limiting factor for Concert Promoter’s damages. But there may be other barriers to the entry of rivals. For example, it may take an extended period for a new promoter to attract major performers. The plaintiff, already established in the business, might expect to make added profits from the elimination of the unlawful contracts, even though some new competitors would enter. See *supra* note 14 and accompanying text.

When the harmful act is a tied sale, the issue of different conditions absent the harmful act is particularly critical. Tying arrangements are attempts by a business to extend its monopoly in one market into a related market. A purchaser who wants the “tying” good must also purchase the “tied” good. The plaintiff, if a purchaser, may calculate damages as the price paid for the purchase of the tied product, on the theory that the purchase was unwanted and would not have occurred absent the tie. If the plaintiff is a rival in the market for the tied good, the plaintiff may calculate damages on the theory that it would have enjoyed higher sales absent the tie. In both cases, the defendant may respond that, absent the tie, the price for the tying good would have been higher and the price for

---

the tied good would have been lower. Damages are then lower than those calculated by the purchaser plaintiff based on the higher price for the tying good. Damages are lower than those calculated by the rival plaintiff because the lost sales would occur at a lower price.

Example: Dominant Film Seller has required that purchasers of film also buy processing. Film and processing Purchasers calculate damages on the theory that they could have bought film at the stated price from Dominant Seller but could have bought processing from a cheaper rival, absent the tie. Dominant Seller counters that it would have charged more for film absent the tie. In addition, Independent Processor calculates damages based on the theory that it would have picked up part of Dominant Seller’s processing business, which would have enabled it to charge the same price charged by Dominant Seller. Defendant Dominant Seller responds that it would have charged less for processing and more for film, absent the tie, so Independent Processor would be forced to charge a lower price.

Comment: When there is a strict tie between two products, the economist will be careful in interpreting the separate stated prices for the two products. In this example, all that matters to the customer is the combined price of film and processing. A full factual analysis is needed to restate pricing absent a tie. Eliminating a tie may stimulate entry into the market for the tied product (indeed, there was an upsurge of competition in the independent film processing market when tying was eliminated). Economists sometimes disagree why dominant firms use ties rather than simply extract all of the available monopoly profit from the product in which they are dominant.

D. Securities Damages

Where the harmful act takes the form of a failure to disclose adverse information about a firm whose securities are publicly traded, damages are typically sought by investors who bought the securities after the information should have been disclosed and before it was actually disclosed. Their losses are the excess value they paid for the securities, provided they did not sell before the adverse information affected the market. The damages study typically measures the excess price by the decline in the price that occurred when the information reached the market. Finance theory provides the framework generally used for this purpose.60 The effect of the adverse information on the price of the securities is the

---

60. See generally Brealey & Myers, supra note 33.
part of the total price change not predicted by finance theory, considering what happened in similar securities markets at the time the information affected the market.

1. **Is there disagreement about when the adverse information affected the market?**

The plaintiff might argue that the adverse information reached the market in a number of steps, and thus measure damages as the excess decline in value over a period including all of the steps. Defendant might reply that only one of those steps involved the actual disclosure, and measure damages as the excess decline only on the day of that disclosure. The length and timing of the “window” for measuring the excess decline is probably the most important source of disagreement in securities damages.

2. **Is there disagreement about how to take proper account of turnover of the securities?**

Frequently, securities damages must be measured before the victims are individually identified. The victims are those who purchased the securities after the time when a disclosure should have been made and still owned them when the disclosure was actually made. In order to estimate the volume of securities for which damages accrued, the pattern of turnover in ownership must be determined. Generally, data on total daily purchases of the securities will be available. These data provide an upper bound on the volume for damages. However, the actual volume will be lower because some of the securities will change hands more than once during the period between proper and actual disclosure. A detailed study of turnover patterns is needed for this purpose. The representatives of the plaintiff class might argue that few shares turned over more than once, while the defendant might reply that the observed transactions were largely the same shares turning over repeatedly.

**E. Liquidated Damages**

1. **Is there a dispute about the proper application of a provision for liquidated damages?**

After parties have entered into a contract with liquidated damages, they may dispute whether the liquidated-damages provision actually should apply to a subsequent harmful event. The parties may disagree on whether the event falls within the class intended by the contract provision, or they may disagree on whether the liquidated damages bear a reasonable relation to actual damages, in the sense required by applicable law. In particular, the defendant may attack the amount of liquidated damages as a penalty that exaggerates the plaintiff’s actual loss.
Changes in economic conditions may be an important source of disagreement about the reasonableness of a liquidated-damages provision. One party may seek to overturn a liquidated-damages provision on the grounds that new conditions make it unreasonable.

*Example:* Scrap Iron Supplier breaches supply agreement and pays liquidated damages. Buyer seeks to set aside the liquidated-damages provision because the price of scrap iron has risen, and the liquidated damages are a small fraction of actual damages under the expectation principle.

*Comment:* There may be conflict between the date for judging the reasonableness of a liquidated-damages provision and the date for measurement of expectation damages, as in this example. Generally, the date for evaluating the reasonableness of liquidated damages is the date the contract is made. In contrast, the date for expectation damages is the date of the breach. The result is a conundrum for which the economist needs guidance from the law. Enforcement of the liquidated-damages provision in this example will induce inefficient breach.
Appendix: Example of a Damages Study

Plaintiff SBM makes telephone switchboards. Defendant TPC is a telephone company. By denying SBM technical information and by informing SBM’s potential customers that SBM’s switchboards are incompatible with TPC’s network, TPC has imposed economic losses on SBM. TPC’s misconduct began in 1996. SBM’s damages study presented at trial at the end of 1998 proceeds as follows (see Table 4):

1. Damages theory is compensation for lost profit from TPC’s exclusionary conduct.
2. SBM would have sold more units and achieved a higher price per unit had SBM had access to complete technical information and had SBM not faced disparagement from TPC.
3. SBM would have earned profits before tax in 1996–1998 in millions of dollars as shown in column 2 of Table 4, based on an analysis of lost business and avoided costs.
4. SBM’s actual profits before tax are shown in column 3. Column 4 shows lost earnings. Column 5 shows the factor for the time value of money prescribed by law, with 7% annual simple interest without compounding. Column 6 shows the loss including prejudgment interest.
5. For the years 1999 through 2003, column 2 shows projected earnings but for TPC’s misconduct.
6. For the same years, column 3 shows projected actual earnings.
7. Column 4 shows SBM’s future earnings losses. Column 5 shows the discount factor based on a 4% annual after-tax interest rate, obtained by applying SBM’s corporate tax rate to TPC’s medium-term borrowing rate. TPC has an AA bond rating. Column 6 shows the discounted future loss. At the bottom of the table is the total loss of economic value, according to SBM’s damages study, of $1.237 billion.
Table 4. SBM’s Damages Analysis (in Millions of Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Earnings but for Misconduct</th>
<th>Actual Earnings</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Discount Factor</th>
<th>Discounted Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$187</td>
<td>$34</td>
<td>$153</td>
<td>$1.21</td>
<td>$185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. TPC’s Damages Analysis (in Millions of Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Earnings but for Misconduct</th>
<th>Mitigation with Earnings</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Discount Factor</th>
<th>Discounted Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$101</td>
<td>$79</td>
<td>$22</td>
<td>$1.21</td>
<td>$27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Defendant TPC presents an alternative damages study in the same format (see Table 5). TPC argues that SBM’s earnings but for the misconduct, before and after trial, are the numbers in column 2 of Table 5. TPC believes that the number of units sold would be lower, the price would be lower, and costs of production higher than in SBM’s damages study. TPC further argues that SBM failed to mitigate the effects of TPC’s misconduct—SBM could have obtained the technical information it needed from other sources, and SBM could have countered TPC’s disparagement with vigorous marketing. Column 3 displays the earnings that TPC believes SBM could have achieved with proper mitigation. TPC argues that future losses should be discounted at a 14% rate determined from SBM’s cost of equity and debt; SBM is a small, risky corporation with a high cost of funds. According to TPC’s damages study, total lost value is only $171 million.
Glossary of Terms

**appraisal.** A method of determining the value of the plaintiff’s claim on an earnings stream by reference to the market values of comparable earnings streams. For example, if the plaintiff has been deprived of the use of a piece of property, the appraised value of the property might be used to determine damages.

**avoided cost.** Cost that the plaintiff did not incur as a result of the harmful act. Usually it is the cost that a business would have incurred in order to make the higher level of sales the business would have enjoyed but for the harmful act.

**but-for analysis.** Restatement of the plaintiff’s economic situation but for the defendant’s harmful act. Damages are generally measured as but-for value less actual value received by the plaintiff.

**capitalization factor.** Factor used to convert a stream of revenue or profit into its capital or property value. A capitalization factor of 10 for profit means that a firm with $1 million in annual profit is worth $10 million.

**compound interest.** Interest calculation giving effect to interest earned on past interest. As a result of compound interest at rate $r$, it takes
\[(1 + r)(1 + r) = 1 + 2r + r^2\]
dollars to make up for a lost dollar of earnings two years earlier.

**constant dollars.** Dollars adjusted for inflation. When calculations are done in constant 1999 dollars, it means that future dollar amounts are reduced in proportion to increases in the cost of living expected to occur after 1999.

**discount rate.** Rate of interest used to discount future losses.

**discounting.** Calculation of today’s equivalent to a future dollar to reflect the time value of money. If the interest rate is $r$, the discount applicable to one year in the future is:
\[\frac{1}{1 + r}\]

The discount for two years is this amount squared, for three years is this amount to the third power, and so on for longer periods. The result of the calculation is to give effect to compound interest.

**earnings.** Economic value received by the plaintiff. Earnings could be salary and benefits from a job, profit from a business, royalties from licensing intellectual property, or the proceeds from a one-time or recurring sale of property. Earnings are measured net of costs. Thus, lost earnings are lost receipts less costs avoided.

**escalation.** Consideration of future inflation in projecting earnings or other dollar flows. The alternative is to make projections in constant dollars.
**expectation damages.** Damages measured on the principle that the plaintiff is entitled to the benefit of the bargain originally made with the defendant.

**fixed cost.** Cost that does not change with a change in the amount of products or services sold.

**mitigation.** Action taken by the plaintiff to minimize the economic effect of the harmful act. Also often refers to the actual level of earnings achieved by the plaintiff after the harmful act.

**nominal interest rate.** Interest rate quoted in ordinary dollars, without adjustment for inflation. Interest rates quoted in markets and reported in the financial press are always nominal interest rates.

**prejudgment interest.** Interest on losses occurring before trial.

**present value.** Value today of money due in the past (with interest) or in the future (with discounting).

**price erosion.** Effect of the harmful act on the price charged by the plaintiff. When the harmful act is wrongful competition, as in intellectual property infringement, price erosion is one of the ways that the plaintiff’s earnings have been harmed.

**real interest rate.** Interest rate adjusted for inflation. The real interest rate is the nominal interest rate less the annual rate of inflation.

**regression analysis.** Statistical technique for inferring stable relationships among quantities. For example, regression analysis may be used to determine how costs typically vary when sales rise or fall.

**reliance damages.** Damages designed to reimburse a party for expenses incurred from reliance upon the promises of the other party.

**restitution damages.** Damages measured on the principle of restoring the economic equivalent of lost property or value.

**variable cost.** Component of a business’s cost that would have been higher if the business had enjoyed higher sales. See also avoided cost.
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